Worksheet #1 – Career Choices
20 marks – see below
Name
Complete each section as described. Be thorough. Use a pen. Neatness is an
expectation. You may wish to begin with a working copy and then complete a
final one for submission. Note the My Reasons section is worth 10 marks.
Test 1: What’s your
Personality Type

1.
2.
3.

Test #2
Interests

carpenter
auto mechanic
firefighter

Test #3
Abilities

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

Final Career Choice firefighter
Point form is fine but please be thorough. Use the back of as needed.
List several of the
important job
characteristics Ex. shift
work, work occurs out of
doors, solitary, travel is
necessary, hazardous
What is the annual
salary/wage? (Cdn figures)

(2 marks)

Describe typical basic
requirements for this
career including education.
Identify several places
where this training is
available. E.g. There are
only 4 veterinary colleges
in Canada–UVic, UPEI,
U of Guelph, USask

(2 mark)
Minimum 18, drivers license, good hearing and vision, physically fit
Programs are available across Canada. For Saskatoon, applicants need a certificate in
Public Fire Protection. Schools include Parkland College, Lakeland College, Southern
Manitoba Academy
It helps if the application shows other skills including past experience and additional
training such as CPR

My Reasons
Justify your choice of
career. Make clear
connections between
specific aspects of the
career and your interests,
natural abilities and
potentially developed
skills. Use the career test
results and your own
assumptions to make
those connections. Your
mark is based solely on
how completely you
connect the two. E.g.
you're detail oriented
which fits with the job of a
forensic accountant. Use
the back of this document
if needed

(10 marks)

Firefighting requires shifts including overnight and holidays. Work as part of
a team, each assigned a task. The work can be dangerous connected to
situations with fire, chemicals etc. Work happens in all conditions including
extreme cold and heat. Must pass a fitness test and remain in good physical
condition. There are diseases associated with the career.

(2 marks) If hourly: pay/hour X 2080 Example: $22.50 X 2080 = $46 800
If salary, post here. First class firefighter = $104,983.92

This is the most
important section.
3 connections are a
good start
10 marks here. The most important part here is you must make a obvious connection
between your career choice and your personal results so that the the two line up with
clear, accurate statements.
E.G. If your assessments show you lean to being active, mechanical skills or inability
to negotiate physical surroundings, each can connect to firefighting
Connect/connect/connect "career aspect" to "personal trait" Repeat

